




The « Garance » handbags are feminine and timeless. Their slightly grained 

textures and light gold accents are giving them a luxurious touch.The bico lor 

effect is subtle and understated, giving it a touch of fun, while in keeping 

with the general neutral tones of the line. Available in a simple, cross body 

camera bag version, or as a bucket bag containing a roomy inside pouch 

that can itslef be attached to the bag strap, to create a simple and functio nal 

crossbody, making it a two in one item.

GARANCE
Handbags
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Garance camera bag black CTW036A-2.
Garance camera bag light grey CTW036K-3.

Garance camera bag taupe CTW036Y-1.
Garance bucket bag black CTX036A-5.
Garance bucket bag taupe CTX036Y-4.

Garance bucket bag light grey CTX036K-6.
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Garance bucket bag black CTX036A-1.
Garance bucket bag taupe CTX036Y-2.
Garance bucket bag light grey CTX036K-3.

Garance camera bag light grey CTW036K-4.
Garance camera bag black CTW036A-5.
Garance camera bag taupe CTW036Y-6.
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The « Hortense » handbags are made of beautiful, Saf fiano 

textured, vegan material. Their rounded shape has a little 

retro, yet resolutely trendy air. It is available in an array of 

vibrant hues : bright red with light gold trims, bright blue 

with light gold trims and a more unders tated navy color, with 

dark gun trims. This last color is also available in a larger 

version. All the versions have contrasted linings, giving them 

a fun & colorful finishing touch.

HORTENSE
Handbags
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Hortense bowling bag small navy CTW034N-5.
Hortense scarf bright blue CFM034L-4.

Hortense bowling bag small bright blue CTW034L-2.
Hortense mini wallet bright blue CEW034L-3.

Hortense bowling bag large navy CTX034N-1.

Hortense bowling bag small bright red CTW034P-6.
Pontia key ring pink CAK037Q-7.



HORTENSE
Handbags
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Hortense bowling bag small navy CTW034N-2.
Hortense bowling bag large navy CTX034N-1.

Hortense bowling bag small bright blue CTW034L-3.
Hortense bowling bag small bright red CTW034P-4.
Hortense money wallet navy CEM034N-5.

Hortense money wallet bright red CEM034P-7.
Hortense agenda navy CNM034N-6.

Hortense scarf bright red CFM034P-8.
Hortense rollerball pen bright blue CSI0345L-9.
Hortense agenda bright blue CNM034L-10.
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The «Hortense» small square scarf is adorned by a fresh, feminine and modern print. Its 

bright colors and flowery pattern is the reflection of the vibrant mood of the «Hortense» 

line, and makes it the perfect accessory to wear on its own, or to match with other items 

from the eponymous line. This new scarf is made of a vegan, silk-like polyester material 

and is available either in a red & white or in a bright blue & white version.

HORTENSE
Small Square Scarves
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Hortense scarf bright blue CFM034L-2.
Hortense scarf bright red CFM034P-1.

Set Pontia key ring & Hortense scarf CPKM034L-3.



The « Hortense » compact wallet is practical and playful. Made of beautiful, Saffiano textured, 

vegan material, it is adorned by a signature Cacharel bow plate. Comprehensive and functional, it is 

divided into two main compartments : for notes and cards at the front, and a zipped compartment 

for coins and small items at the back.  Available in 2 versions : in navy with a bright blue bow or in 

red with a pink bow.

HORTENSE
Compact Wallets
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Hortense money wallet bright red CEM034P-2.
Hortense money wallet navy CEM034N-1.

Set Hortense money wallet & Pontia scarf CPLM034N-3.
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Hortense mini wallet pink CEW034Q-2.
Hortense mini wallet bright blue CEW034L-1.

Set Hortense mini wallet & Pontia scarf CPLW037N-3.

The « Hortense » mini wallet is fashionable and playful. Made of beautiful, 

Saffiano textured, vegan material, it is adorned by a signature Cacharel bow 

plate. Playing with contrasted colors, this detail is adding a vibrant and fun 

touch to this functional & compact item.  Available in 2 versions : contrasted 

pink with a navy bow or in bright blue with a red bow.

HORTENSE
Mini Wallets
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The « Hortense » Happiness agenda is made of beautiful, Saffiano textured, vegan material 

and is adorned by a large Cacharel signature bow plate, giving it a feminine and vibrant touch.

The inside pages are those of a dateless agenda, but also feature elements of a happiness 

diary , allowing to write down meetings, but also goals, wishes and gratitudes. Those features 

are perfectly well suited to the colorful and joyful look of the « Hortense » line.

HORTENSE
Happiness Agendas
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Hortense agenda navy CNM034N-2.
Hortense agenda bright blue CNM034L-1.

Set Hortense agenda & Hortense rollerball pen bright blue CPMC034L-3.
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The « Hortense » long scarves are adorned by a fresh, feminine and 

modern print. Its bright yet neutral colors, soft material and flowery 

pattern are the reflection of the vibrant mood of the « Hortense » line, 

and makes it the perfect accessory to wear on its own, or to match with 

other items from the eponymous line. Available in red or navy.

HORTENSE
Long Scarves
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Hortense long scraf navy CFG034N-2.
Hortense long scraf bright red CFG034P-1.

Set Hortense long scraf & Hortense watch CPGN034-3.
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The « Hortense » watch is simple yet luxurious with its flowery dial and understated, 

feminine shape. The bracelet is made of carefully selected, high-quality leather. 

Available in Navy & Silver, White & Silver or Pink & Gold.

HORTENSE
Watches
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Hortense watch navy CMN034N-3.
Hortense watch white CMN034F-2.
Hortense watch pink CMN034Q-1.

Set Pontia key ring & Hortense watch & Hortense rollerball pen CPKSR034Q 195 €-4. 62,90 €*
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The « Pontia » large square scarf is adorned by a graphical and 

fresh print. Its bright, vivid butterfly pattern is the reflection of the 

vibrant mood of the 2020 Cacharel line. Available in 3 vibrant color 

ways. This new item is made of a vegan, silk-like polyester material.

PONTIA
Large Square Scarves

Pontia scarf navy CFL037N-2.
Pontia scarf off white CFL037G-1.
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Pontia scarf bright blue CFL037L-3.
Set Hortense money wallet & Pontia scarf CPLM037G-4.
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The « Pontia » rollerball pens are resolutely feminine. Finished in colorful, luxurious laquers & 

adorned by a reduced version of the butterly print featured on the eponymous scarves, this 

writing instrument is a true fashion accessory. Available in Nude & gold, Navy & chrome and 

Bright blue & gold. The matching Keyrings are playing on the contrast between laquered & 

plated surfaces, and are adorned by a beautiful crystal stone.

PONTIA
Rollerball Pens & Keyrings
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Pontia key ring navy CAK037N-5.
Pontia key ring pink CAK037Q-4.

Hortense rollerball pen navy CSI0345N-2.
Hortense rollerball pen bright blue CSI0345L-3.

Hortense rollerball pen pink CSI0345Q-1.

Set Pontia key ring & Hortense rollerball pen navy CPKR034N-6.
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The "Timeless" watches are truly aptly named. Available in discreet and ele gant 

tones, featuring a slightly rounded square case and little crystal stones as hour 

marks on the sunray dial, this item is understated and feminine.

TIMELESS
Watches
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Timeless watch black CMN035A-3.
Timeless watch navy CMN035N-2.
Timeless watch nude CMN035X-1.

Set Timeless lady wallet & Timeless watch black CPLN035A-4.
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The "Timeless" wallets are truly aptly named. Their very slightly grained 

vegan material is highly luxurious. The soft gold accents are adding a subtle 

feminine dimension to this classical product. Inside, the wallets are highly 

functional, with numerous card slots and a zipped compartment for coins. 

Available in an array of elegant and neutral tones : black, blue, burgundy, 

camel and nude.

TIMELESS
Wallets
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Timeless lady wallet burgundy CEL035R-5.
Timeless lady wallet nude CEL035X-4.

Timeless lady wallet camel CEL035Z-2.
Timeless lady wallet black CEL035A-3.

Timeless lady wallet blue CEL035N-1.
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TIMELESS
Accessories

The «Timeless » line is completed by highly functional accessories : 

elegant sunglasses, cosmetic pouches and  tiny flat clutches that allow 

for perfect cards, phone and small items organisation. Those must-have 

items are available in the two essential tones : Black & Nude.
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Timeless small clutch black CEN035A-2.
Timeless sunglasses black CGS035A-3.

Timeless dressing-case black CTC035A-1.
Timeless dressing-case nude CTC035X-6.
Timeless small clutch nude CEN035X-5.

Timeless sunglasses nude CGS035X-4.
Set Pontia key ring & Timeless small clutch nude CPKN035X-7.
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PACKAGING

CBA001 Cacharel Accessoire

CBH001 Cacharel Scarf

CBM001 Cacharel Montre

CBP001 Small Folder Nude

CBS001 Cacharel Simple

CBW001 Cacharel Wallet

CBX001 Cacharel big set
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